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Digital GEMBA Boards
Your Factory Communication Hub

—Bill Marganti, DFF president

"GEMBA is a way of unifying our day-to-day operations and continuous improvement efforts under one 
umbrella. The Datanomix products have changed the way we manage growth at DFF. We see the KPI’s for 
the entire operation on a single interactive screen and can drill into any facet of the business to form our 
action plan." 

Real-Time GEMBA
Traditional GEMBA boards require team members to populate key metrics like Safety, Quality, Delivery, Cost, and 
Inventory by hand on whiteboards or paper. The Digital GEMBA Board is automatically populated in real-time using 
live data from your ERP system. Click-and-drill into any facet of your business to develop a well-informed action 
plan. When data comes directly from your ERP, you know it’s the most accurate and up-to-date information. 

For continuous improvement personnel, a GEMBA Board is one of the main 
methods used to collaborate and communicate their efforts with the rest 
of the factory. During a GEMBA Walk, the GEMBA Board is used to show 
everyone how the factory is performing overall, providing an opportunity to 
understand issues and develop solutions with input from the entire team. 
The goal: Work issues to closure with relevant problem solvers in real-time.  

The Datanomix Digital GEMBA Board improves on physical GEMBA boards by 
accelerating mission-critical information from ERP systems to the production 
floor so everyone sees it and the right people act on it. By connecting to 
your ERP, Digital GEMBA Boards display real-time metrics and historical 
drill-downs into any part number, customer, or order with just a few clicks, 
providing the context necessary for understanding and resolving issues. 

The Datanomix Digital GEMBA Board becomes your factory communication 
hub, with smart TVs displaying up-to-date information at cells across the 
manufacturing floor.  The end result: continuous improvement that soars!

Datanomix delivers a new GEMBA 

Walk experience. Users approach 

smart TVs throughout the building, 

reviewing all the key metrics, jobs, 

and priorities, allowing the team to 

form the day’s game plan with all of 

the stakeholders huddled around. 

Specific details on any jobs, reports, 

and projects are analyzed on the 

spot by clicking and drilling down to 

learn more. Your team gets the right 

information at the right time to the 

people who need it.

The New GEMBA Walk
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Prioritize Effectively
Manual updates of GEMBA boards are limited not only in the 
timeliness of the information, but also the level of specificity for 
each cell and job. Digital GEMBA equips each cell in your factory 
with an Operational Readiness Board (ORB), a screen that 
details cell-specific jobs and priorities. ORBs also include up-to-
the-second status on all aspects of the job, from materials, to 
manufacturing, and inspections, helping cells quickly identify 
issues and avoid delays.

Insights Everywhere
The Datanomix GEMBA solution includes everything you need 
to showcase Digital GEMBA Boards on smart TVs in both office 
areas and around the factory floor, fostering communication 
that drives productivity. Our Digital GEMBA Board offers 
a collaborative and interactive experience that reveals 
insights and engages your entire company in the continuous 
improvement process, right down to the cell level. 

Plug and Play
Our GEMBA Connect service hooks seamlessly into your ERP database and all of the Digital GEMBA dashboards 
and reports are fully automated from that point forward. Just continue using your ERP as normal and we deliver 
real-time updates to your Digital GEMBA Board and ORBs. Datanomix currently supports ShopTech E2, JobBoss and 
GlobalShop ERP systems, and the system is architected to quickly support other ERP systems. 

The Complete Picture
Digital GEMBA builds on Datanomix’s vision for automated 
production intelligence, automatically compiling metrics that 
describe important facets of operations and making people 
aware of whether performance is improving or not (and why). 
Where the Datanomix next-gen production monitoring platform 
quantifies job performance using real-time data from CNC 
machines, Digital GEMBA leverages ERP data to drive intelligence 
at the factory level. Digital GEMBA can be purchased with 
Datanomix production monitoring, or as a standalone product.

See Datanomix 
In Action

Request a live demonstration by contacting a sales 
representative at sales@datanomix.io 

—Dave Gabanelli, DFF Director of Planning & Processing

"I smile every time I walk past these 
GEMBA boards knowing how much time 
and pain they save us from understanding 
exactly how our factory is doing." 
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